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Nine  UK  case  studies  involving  two  local  authorities  and  seven  Friends  Groups.
Community  involvement  is  not  static  but  evolves  due  to  partnership  capacity.
Partnership  capacity  involves  six interrelated  factors  within  a local  context.
Community  involvement  is  dependent  on  the  support  of  a network  of stakeholders.
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Residents  and communities  have  long  been  interested  in  managing  their  local  green  spaces.  As local
authority  budgets  become  increasingly  restricted,  communities  are  under  pressure  to take  an active
role in  green  space  management  in  partnerships  with  the  public,  and  where  applicable,  private  sec-
tor.  Support  for  such  partnerships  has  been  made  manifest  at the  highest  level  of government  through
the  UK’s  2011  Localism  Act. However,  there  is little  research  exploring  the validity  of  expectations
that  community  groups  can  take  on  such  responsibility.  This  paper  addresses  this  gap  in  knowledge
by  assessing  to what  extent  groups  have  the  capacity  within  cross-sector  partnerships  for  sustained
green  space  ‘place-keeping’,  or  long-term  responsive  management.  This  paper  reports  on  data  collected
about  nine  cross-sector  partnerships  in  Shefﬁeld,  Hackney,  and  Stockton-on-Tees.  Taking  a qualitative
research  approach,  this  paper  applies  a framework  for partnership  capacity  based  on  interrelated  fac-
tors, including  capital,  commitment,  skill  base,  motivation,  communication  and  political  inﬂuence.  The
ﬁndings  show  that  partnership  capacity  goes  beyond  these  themes;  it can  be inﬂuenced  by the  political
and  historical  legacy  of a given  place  and the  speciﬁc  nature  and  context  of  place-keeping  tasks.  While
ﬁndings  show  that  partnerships  work  positively  in practice,  there  are a number  of  barriers  to community
groups  managing  green  spaces  independently  of local  authorities,  occurring  at different  scales  including
individual,  group,  partnership  and  the wider  context.  Without  sustained  resources  and  ongoing  public
sector  support,  the effectiveness  of place-keeping  partnerships  is  called  into  question.
©  2015  The  Authors.  Published  by Elsevier  B.V. This  is  an open  access  article  under  the  CC BY  license. Introduction
Over the last couple of decades, community involvement in
reen space provision, design, management and decision-making
as risen up the political agenda. This is illustrated in the ongo-
ng shift from (local) government green space management to a
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +44 114 222 0616.
E-mail addresses: alice@tinderfoundation.org (A. Mathers),
.Dempsey@shefﬁeld.ac.uk (N. Dempsey), molin@life.ku.dk (J. Frøik Molin).
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.landurbplan.2015.03.004
169-2046/© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article u(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
governance structure involving local non-governmental stakehol-
ders (after Geddes, 2006). This is underpinned by the dominant
neoliberal approach taken by many governments and described as
‘governance-beyond-the-state’ (Swyngedouw, 2005), where non-
state actors play an increasingly signiﬁcant role in decision-making
processes. This approach has been embraced by UK government.
The then Labour government called for ‘ownership and control’
by communities to ‘own and run services. . .by serving on local
boards and committees, or through social enterprises and coop-
eratives’ (DCLG, 2008, p. 118). Echoing this, 3 principles guided
the Conservatives’ Big Society manifesto (2010): individual and
nder the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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ommunity empowerment through a decentralised redistribution
f power; the encouragement of greater social responsibility; and,
he creation of an enabling and accountable state. This marked a
hift from top-down micro-management to a ﬂexible and locally
esponsive approach, made manifest through the introduction
f the 2011 Localism Act. Through Area Panels and Community
ssemblies (the lowest rungs of government), the Act provided sig-
iﬁcant community rights regarding government expenditure on
ocal service provision and delivery, including budget allocations
or parks. However, since 2011 the responsibilities associated
ith these rights have become unclear as (top-down) central
overnment-led local authority budget cuts continue, including
he abolition of Area Panels, Community Assemblies and ongoing
eductions in park staff numbers.
The responsibility for parks, which were often land bequeathed
o a town/city from original landowners and/or philanthropists, and
ther green spaces mostly lies with local authorities in England
Conway, 1991). As a non-statutory service, funding for parks
nd green spaces has long been adversely hit by budget cuts,
nd increasingly maintenance services are contracted out to non-
ublic sector organisations in efforts to reduce costs. Alongside this
ragility of funding is a historically strong and active involvement
f communities and non-state actors in green space management
Jones, 2002). With political will driving forward distinctly local
gendas, but without accompanying funding, the need to under-
tand how public-community green space partnerships function
n practice is timely and relevant. In this way, this paper takes a
ractice-oriented approach to understanding green space partner-
hips ‘in action’ in three parts of England. Generally speaking, green
pace practices tend to be state-dominated as the local author-
ty has responsibility as landowner and/or manager with funding
rimarily from local and national taxation. Decisions about how
eneral revenue budgets are allocated are taken by local coun-
illors (CABE Space, 2006). The paper aims to understand better
he capacity of cross-sector partnerships within this wider pol-
cy context by applying a conceptual framework of partnership
apacity in relation to long-term and sustained green space man-
gement, or ‘place-keeping’ which builds on existing empirical
esearch (Dempsey, Smith, & Burton, 2014). The paper will apply
his practical framework to a number of existing cross-sector part-
erships in nine green spaces to examine the nature and extent
f their capacity for place-keeping. This will involve a qualitative
xploration of the extent to which stakeholders within partner-
hips can withstand and undertake speciﬁc responsibilities and the
nsuing challenges (after Macmillan & Townsend, 2006). The paper
rovides a timely examination of place-keeping in practice which
an help professionals and academics understand the challenges
aced by partnerships on the ground.
This paper builds on work conducted by the EU-funded project
P4: Making Places Proﬁtable, Public and Private Open Spaces
2008–2013) which explored examples of place-keeping in north-
rn Europe (Dempsey et al., 2014). The project aimed to establish
nd examine the overlapping dimensions of place-keeping, which
re partnership, governance, funding, evaluation, policy, and
esign/maintenance. It became clear that more investigation was
eeded of these dimensions in speciﬁc political, social, economic
nd environmental settings, which was outside the scope of MP4.
his paper is therefore a pilot study focusing on partnerships in a
mall number of sites in England.
. Exploring partnership capacityPartnership in place-keeping describes an association of two or
ore partners with shared responsibility for the long-term man-
gement of a place (Barnes et al., 2008; Burton & Mathers, 2014).n Planning 139 (2015) 126–136 127
Partnerships may  be informal, based on a mutual understanding
of roles and responsibilities, or formal, based on written agree-
ments and contracts. According to Burton and Mathers (2014),
partnership is a contested term as in practice partnerships may  not
demonstrate genuine working together, but be ‘little more than
rhetoric’ (Carnwell & Carson, 2008, p. 4). Partnership is related to
the concept of governance which supposes that government does
not work in isolation but through relations with civil society and
non-governmental sectors, including the community. Governance
in place-keeping describes these interactions, deﬁning their roles
and responsibilities in relation to the management of a place (Smith
et al., 2014). It has already been highlighted that political inter-
ventions (such as the Localism Bill) directly relate partnership
capacity together with voluntarism as a mechanism for effective
partnerships. This has led to a marked and active engagement
with the voluntary sector. According to Milligan and Conradson
(2006, p. 2), this is increasingly viewed by the state as ‘an attrac-
tive intermediate organisational form in relation to the somewhat
tired state-market dichotomy’. The growing interest in volunteer-
ing has been underpinned by ‘the debates around active citizenship,
governance and neocommunitarism’ (Osborne, 2010, p. 3). Of  par-
ticular interest in this paper is how citizenship can be oriented
around place, and how and why such citizenship develops more
strongly in some places than others, contributing to potential differ-
ences in capacity. It has been claimed that voluntary organisations
and community groups often cannot function wholly indepen-
dently of the local state (Milligan & Conradson, 2006). It is also
argued that ‘community participation in public service provision
is not necessarily an emancipatory claiming of rights by citizens’
but is rather a process passing on ‘state responsibilities to civil
society’ (Rosol, 2012, p. 240). In this way, it is important to be
mindful of the political context within which place-keeping is
occurring.
The formation of a community group may  be inﬂuenced by the
extent of deprivation in a given neighbourhood. Chanan argues
that ‘disadvantage impedes participation’ indicating that those liv-
ing in deprived areas begin at a weaker position in comparison
to residents in other areas (2003, p. 6). This may manifest itself
as imbalances where certain (e.g. middle-class) groups can better
act on their needs and communicate their demands (Rosol, 2012),
perhaps with easier access to funding and (political) support. Stipu-
lations in urban regeneration (or place-making;  Dempsey & Burton,
2012) programmes in deprived areas, often require engagement
and participation of residents in decision-making processes, to help
strengthen social capital (Carpenter, 2006). In her examination of
community gardens in Berlin, Rosol claims that “the starting point
of the new interest in volunteering is the lack of funding for the
parks maintenance” (Rosol, 2010, p. 557) illustrating how a lack of
funding and attempts to mobilise communities can go hand in hand.
Community engagement requirements in deprived areas (where
social capital may  be weak) are often managed as part of structured
intervention from local authority-led partnerships (Chanan, 2003)
– e.g. England’s New Deal for Communities programme at the turn
of the millennium. This highlights speciﬁc contextual characteris-
tics for this paper in relation to spatial and inequitable disparities in
funding, supporting governance structures and policy implemen-
tation (after Rosol, 2012). So for example, while an individual’s
propensity to volunteer can underpin the extent of wider com-
munity participation, the nature of the latter will also depend on
the wider socio-economic and socio-demographic context. Insofar
as is possible, we will explore the extent to which context has a
bearing on partnership capacity in place-keeping in practice. For
the purposes of this research, we deﬁne partnership capacity as the
degree to which cross-sector partnerships are able to develop and
deliver its aims and to withstand and respond to internal and exter-
nal changes affecting place-keeping in practice. While the focus
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ere is on the capacity of partnerships to carry out place-keeping
n practice, it should also be noted that our conceptualisation of
apacity may  have resonance for partnerships engaged in other
inds of activities, not necessarily oriented around green and open
paces.
.1. Emerging themes of partnership capacity in place-keeping
This section outlines the emerging partnership capacity themes
hich emerged from empirical research project ﬁndings (MP4) and
orm the analytical framework for this paper (Table 1).
MP4  ﬁndings reﬂected the importance of partnerships in
lace-keeping activities (Smith et al., 2014) and identiﬁed a
ove away from the traditional state-centred model approach to
lace-keeping, where local authorities deliver place-keeping with
inimal input from others, towards alternative approaches. This
ncludes a shift towards user-centred models such as partner-
hips between local authorities, communities and charitable trusts
here members share interests in the quality of the space for users,
nd market-centred models (e.g. public–private partnerships)
here partners’ motivation is largely proﬁt-driven (Dempsey &
urton, 2012). Whilst it is suggested that different combinations
f the three models could deliver effective open space manage-
ent (De Magalhães & Carmona, 2009), MP4  demonstrated that
artnerships which involve community partners can bring beneﬁts
hat individual partners alone cannot achieve (Burton & Mathers,
014), some of which are discussed below.
Place-keeping partnerships can attract additional capital to the
lace-keeping of a green space through fundraising through events
rganisation and gaining access to funding streams unavailable to
ocal authorities. These are likely to become increasingly impor-
ant in light of shrinking green space local authority budgets. It
as already been highlighted that state funding is often directed
o deprived neighbourhoods through discrete initiatives with bud-
et requirements (Burgess, Hall, Mawson, & Pearce, 2001). This
an have mixed effects on partnership capacity in terms of per-
ormance over time and legacy (after Carpenter, 2006; Skidmore,
ound, & Lownsbrough, 2006). Furthermore, funding sought for
lace-keeping is often oriented towards place-making activities, i.e.
nvolving the creation or ‘re-making’ of a place, for example a new
layground or heritage restoration project. Securing revenue fund-
ng for long-term management is more difﬁcult, putting pressure
n partnerships to engage in place-making, rather than place-
eeping, activities (Kreutz et al., 2014). This is further compounded
y dwindling state funding provision (certainly in England) for
able 1
artnership capacity themes.
Capacity theme Theme description
Capital The ﬁnancial contribution made by the partner to the
development and management of the site.
Commitment The type of commitment (voluntary, paid, etc.) made by
the partner, including amount of time spent and number of
people involved, to contribute to the development and
management of the site.
Motivation The motivational drive of the partner’s involvement in the
site in terms of social, environmental or political interest.
Skill base The skill base of the partner in terms of relevant training,
professional background, familiarity with the site that
contributes to the development and management of the
site.
Communication The communication capability of the partner (both
internally and externally) in facilitating the development
and management of the site.
Political inﬂuence The degree and level of inﬂuence each partner has in
facilitating the development and management of the site.n Planning 139 (2015) 126–136
place-keeping which may  have a detrimental impact on the capac-
ity and sustainability of a partnership.
Another emergent issue from the ﬁndings was how develop-
ing effective place-keeping partnerships requires time, resources
and long-term commitment from partners. This may manifest itself
as paid or unpaid commitment, through volunteering, ﬁnancial
contributions to local organisations (also an example of capital)
and/or knowledge sharing (De Magalhães & Carmona, 2009). This
might also be manifested formally, through the signed constitu-
tion of a partnership or letters of agreement (Burton & Mathers,
2014; Matsudo, 2012). Other examples of commitment can include
attendance at meetings and events, and volunteers ‘signing up’
to collectively derived aims and objectives by taking part in the
partnership’s activities (Burton & Mathers, 2014).
For such participation to work, there needs to be underlying
individual and collective motivation (Mannarini et al., 2010), which
may  stem from speciﬁc issues of interest and/or locality of inter-
est (Barnes et al., 2008). Partner members may  not represent all
green space users and have different agendas: understanding the
nature and existence of motivation is important to identify the
expectations held by a partnership, of themselves as individu-
als/organisations and of other partners. It is often perceived that
place-keeping is the local authority’s responsibility, which can lead
to concerns about liabilities for the open space come with transfer
of place-keeping responsibilities from local authorities to com-
munity groups; it may  also engender a lack of motivation and
unwillingness of communities to stay involved beyond the initial,
place-making project stage (Burton & Mathers, 2014).
Community involvement permits the local experience of green
space to be revealed, unlikely to be uncovered by professionals in
isolation, which adds richness to the skill base of place-keeping.
The prevalent user-centred model in England puts emphasis on a
horizontal, rather than hierarchical, approach permitting formal
and informal networks to make use of local knowledge (Mathers,
Dempsey, & Burton, 2012). De Magalhães and Carmona (2009)
argue that such knowledge and skills are needed if the local con-
text, needs and demands are to be understood fully with a view
to the co-production of, here, place-keeping agendas. Bound et al.
highlight that such skills can extend to an ability to foster partici-
pation particularly where there is ‘poor community infrastructure’
which is a ‘limiting factor in participation’ (Bound et al., 2005,
p. 7).
Fundamental to all of this is communication, concluded by
MP4 researchers to be the linchpin of effective place-keeping
partnerships (Dempsey et al., 2014). The context within which
a partnership is set and tools of communication to which part-
ners have access may  help or hinder effective involvement in
place-keeping, and directly affect people’s capacity to bring local
knowledge and experience to place-keeping process (Van Herzele
& Van Woerkum, 2008). Communication between and among part-
ners is therefore crucial to ensure that all aspects of partnership
capacity are engaged in by all partners (after Dekker & Van Kempen,
2004). Effective two-way communication is required to inform and
engage partners and community members to ensure, for example,
early and close involvement in shaping well-informed and suit-
ably context-speciﬁc agendas (Bound et al., 2005). The challenges
of good communication relate to its nature and direction: one-way
and informative communication is insufﬁcient (after Van Marissing
et al., 2006) and more inclusive citizen input is required as part of
the shift from authority-led decision-making (Castell, 2010).
A ﬁnal beneﬁt of partnerships identiﬁed in the MP4  research
was a shift from focus on problems to developing a shared vision
for action (Burton & Mathers, 2014). Part of this could be attributed
to the inﬂuence that partners may  have in mobilising political
inﬂuence. Arnstein’s ladder of participation (1969) brings commu-
nication together with political inﬂuence: moving up the ladder
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eﬂects an increase in citizen power in relation, here, to place-
eeping decision-making. Thinking more broadly about inﬂuence
ithin a partnership, Holt et al. explored the governance of groups
nvolved in urban river corridor regeneration. Findings revealed
hat while some groups effectively achieved their aims (due to
ccess to local networks and multiple skillsets), they did not rep-
esent the local community, with tendencies of self-selection and
losed membership (Holt et al., 2012). Achieving true represen-
ation is an issue discussed elsewhere: for example, studies into
innish collaborative urban forestry planning (Sipilä & Tyrväinen,
005) found numbers of participants in partnership were often
imited with agendas driven by a minority of vocal individuals
ather than collective decision-making.
. Methodology: site selection
To explore cross-sector partnership capacity in this study, a
umber of green space sites in England were selected from three
ifferent urban areas: the city of Shefﬁeld, the market town of
tockton-on-Tees and the London borough of Hackney. These sites
ere selected in part through contacts made through MP4: two of
hese sites (Firth Park and Sheaf Valley Park) were case studies in
he MP4  project, but the capacity of partnerships was  not examined.
he other sites were identiﬁed through MP4  dissemination events
nd contacts made through non-academic project partners. Part-
ership capacity had therefore not been examined in any of these
ites before this study. The main site selection criterion was being
n urban green space of any size with an associated cross-sector
artnership. By urban green space here we mean parks, gardens and
reen space with amenity, recreational and leisure opportunities
after DCLG, 2002).
In Shefﬁeld, four green space sites were selected (Table 2) in
iffering geographic and demographic areas, whose sites provide
able 2
haracteristics of Shefﬁeld sample.
Name Firth Park (FP) Sheaf Valley 
Location in Shefﬁeld 3 miles north east of city centre Directly behi
train station
Index  of multiple deprivationa 3353 9500 
Deprivation scorec 44.44 27.27 
Type and character of green
space
Victorian park with open
grassed areas and ancient
woodland and listed clock
tower building
Transitional g
city centre on
gradient with
amphitheatre
Size  of green space 16 ha 14 ha 
Site  established 1875 Regenerated 
Friends Group established 1999 2005 
Type  and extent of user group
activities
Low level maintenance
activities (e.g. litter picks),
fund-raising for park
improvements, events
organisation, involvement in
masterplan of clock tower area
Events organ
guided walks
in  regenerati
decision-mak
community r
Number  of members in user
group
30 (<12 active) 6 (2–3 active
Other  info re: FG member
characteristics
Most retired and over 60 and
female. Young people and
ethnic minorities are
well-represented in the
membership
Very small gr
which is still 
ﬂux because 
ﬂats not fully
ote: The management responsibility for these sites as public open spaces is held by the 
such  as tree management on highways in Shefﬁeld) are ‘contracted out’ to non-public se
a Indices of Deprivation 2010 www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk (of super output a
b 3 random points along the Porter Valley which indicates that deprivation reduces wit
c These ﬁgures combine values of a range of indicators measuring deprivation into one 
rea  in England (what are referred to here as neighbourhood areas). A high number indica
or  a neighbourhood and 0.53 the lowest.n Planning 139 (2015) 126–136 129
contrasts of scale, nature and establishment. The Friends of Firth
Park (FP) have been centrally involved in the park’s regeneration
since their formation in 1999. FP is a Victorian park where the
group works in partnership with the local authority in applying for
funding bids which has been instrumental in securing Green Flag
status, the national benchmark of a good quality park (Greenhalgh &
Parsons, 2004). Sheaf Valley Park (SVP) is a large, transitional green
space in the centre of Shefﬁeld which was  regenerated approx.
5 years ago. The small Friends Group that developed from the
regeneration process has limited the scope of activities to date but
actively contributed to the place-making process of urban regener-
ation. The Friends of the Porter Valley (PV) group was  constituted in
1995, has over 470 members, with focus on river corridor regenera-
tion including improvement of natural, historic and archaeological
features, and work in partnership with many local organisations.
The Friends of Millhouses Park (MP) were constituted in 1991 and
have attracted more funding than other Shefﬁeld Friends Groups
of parks in their fundraising activities as an independent charita-
ble organisation. In partnership with the local authority, they have
transformed a number of areas, creating a sensory garden, water
play area, ﬁsh pass and tree avenue.
In Hackney, three green space sites were selected (Table 3). Clis-
sold Park (CP) User Group was established in 1994 and has over 110
contacts on their current mailing list. Working in partnership with
Hackney Parks Department helped them secure substantial funding
to restore Grade II-listed Clissold House and make improvements to
the play facilities within this large-scale Victorian Park. The activ-
ities of Clapton Square (CS) User Group focus on generating a safe
and positive environment. In the late 1990s, the Georgian square
was a ‘no go area’ according to CS due to anti-social behaviour,
inspiring the local community to act and improvement the environ-
ment, celebrated with a launch event in 1996. Renewed anti-social
behaviour in recent years has stimulated a new period of group
Park (SVP) Porter Valley
(PV)
Millhouses Park (MP)
nd Shefﬁeld From the edge of Peak
District National Park to
city
3  miles southwest of city
centre
22,237/26,255/31,513b 28,010
11.40, 8.28, 3.42 6.85
reen space in
 steep
River corridor with
restored dams, wheel
houses, weirs and ancient
woodland
Linear city park along part
of  the river Sheaf with
open grassed areas and
woodland
10 km long 13 ha
2009 Parks created along Porter
Brook between 1855–1938
1909
1995 1980
isation,
, involvement
on
ing process,
epresentation
Conservation group, events
and talks organisation,
guided walks, conduct
user/ecology surveys,
fund-raising
Events organisation,
fund-raising for park
improvements, low level
maintenance activities (e.g.
balsam removal), park
security
) >470 (10 on committee) Approx. 300 (<10% active)
oup for a site
in a state of
of Park Hill
 occupied
Most retired and over 60
but physically active. No
ethnic minority groups
represented
Consider themselves
representative of the area,
but young people are a
focus
local authority as landowner but, as is happening across the country, certain tasks
ctor partners.
reas) where 1 = most deprived and 32,482 = least deprived.
h distance from the city.
single score to indicate the overall level of deprivation in each Lower Super Output
tes a high level of deprivation where 87.8 indicates the highest level of deprivation
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Table 3
Characteristics of Hackney sample.
Hackney green space Robin Hood Community Garden
(RCHG)
Clissold Park (CP) Clapton Square (CS)
Index of multiple deprivationa 3962 3377 1981
Deprivation scoreb 42.02 44.30 51.13
Type  and character of green space Community garden on council-owned
land once earmarked for development
Victorian park with Grade II listed
Clissold House incorporating café
Urban square in a conservation
area with regenerated play area,
historic water fountain and
community planting
Size  of green space 0.1 ha 22.5 ha 0.6 ha
Site  established 2009 1889 with restoration in 2012 1816
Friends Group established 2009 1994 1996
Type  and extent of user group
activities
Garden for growing fruit and
vegetables including orchard
Restoration and management
activities of Clissold House have
dominated
Gardening, wildlife habitat
creation and event organisation
Number of members in user group 15 (5 active members) 110 on contact list (5 active
members)
110 on contact list (<5 active
members)
Other  info re: FG member
characteristics
Mix  of age groups but want to engage
disabled and very old people
Active members are older with
gender mix  but ethnic minority
groups not well-represented
Active members are 40–50;
younger and more members
needed
Note: The management responsibility for these sites as public open spaces is held by the local authority as landowner but, as is happening across the country, certain tasks
(such  as tree management on highways in Shefﬁeld) have been ‘contracted out’ to non-public sector partners. A partnership agreement was being drawn up between Hackney
Borough Council and Robin Hood Community Gardens “because the group are very physically active” (HGSM1).
a Indices of Deprivation 2010 www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk (of super output areas) where 1 = most deprived and 32,482 = least deprived.
o one single score to indicate the overall level of deprivation in each Lower Super Output
A  indicates a high level of deprivation where 87.8 indicates the highest level of deprivation
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Table 4
Characteristics of Stockton-on-Tees sample.
Name Ropner Park (RP) Newham Grange Park
(NGP)
Location Stockton-on-Tees Stockton-on-Tees
Index of multiple
deprivationa
25,050 18,169
Deprivation scoreb 9.23 15.10
Type and character of
green space
Victorian park with
large lake
Formal park with large
expanses of grass and
newly established
woodland
Size of green space 15 ha 16 ha
Site  established 1893, regenerated in
2002
1940 s, regenerated in
2004
Friends Group
established
2002 2004
Type and extent of user
group activities
Fund-raising for park
improvements
(including benches),
events organisation
(including bandstand
concerts), run the
council-owned café
Events organisation,
involvement in
regeneration
decision-making
process, practical
maintenance activities
Number of members in
user group
145 (6 active) 60 (5–12 active)
Other info re: FG
member characteristics
There are younger
people but majority of
members are older and
female.
Active members are
over 60 and female.
Note: The management responsibility for these sites as public open spaces is held by
the  local authority as landowner but, as is happening across the country, certain tasks
(such as tree management on highways in Shefﬁeld) have been ‘contracted out’ to
non-public sector partners. In Stockton, there is a transfer policy being implemented
to  transfer the management of parks to the community and let them run them.
According to StGSM1, this is “full with complications”.
a Indices of Deprivation 2010 www.neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk (of super
output areas) where 1 = most deprived and 32,482 = least deprived.
b These ﬁgures combine values of a range of indicators measuring deprivation
into one single score to indicate the overall level of deprivation in each Lower Super
Output Area in England (what are referred to here as neighbourhood areas). A high
number indicates a high level of deprivation where 87.8 indicates the highest levelb These ﬁgures combine values of a range of indicators measuring deprivation int
rea  in England (what are referred to here as neighbourhood areas). A high number
or  a neighbourhood and 0.53 the lowest.
ctivity and community-led events. The Robin Hood Community
arden (RHCG) User Group follows a different pattern of involve-
ent, taking a leading role in the evolving design and management
f this small-scale site. This relatively new group (2009) focuses on
uilding networks with other groups to support the site’s future
evelopment.
In Stockton, two green space sites were selected (Table 4). The
opner Park (RP) Friends Group developed in 2002 as part of the
unding process for park regeneration. The group’s activities focus
n increasing the number of park users, events organisation, run-
ing the park’s café as a not-for-proﬁt enterprise and raising funds
or a rose garden. Newham Grange Park (NGP) had deteriorated
ince the 1980s and the Friends Group emerged in the 2000s with
he aim of regenerating the park. Regeneration began in 2004 and
he group have been involved in masterplan development with
he local authority as well as undertaking practical work. Current
ctivities include events organisation, practical maintenance and
eeking out sponsorship.
The nine sites vary in size of green spaces in their respective
ettlements. The membership of the Friends Groups varies but all
ave very small numbers of active members in relation to the res-
dent population served by the particular green space. In relation
o the make up of all the Groups, there is missing representation
f the local community, namely young people (particularly male)
nd ethnic minority groups. In terms of deprivation, Shefﬁeld’s FP
s in the 10% most deprived neighbourhoods in England (Rae, 2011)
ith a deprivation score of 44.44 – where 87.8 indicates the high-
st level of deprivation for a neighbourhood and 0.53 is the lowest
measuring deprivation in all 32,482 English neighbourhood areas
DCLG, 2010)). SVP is in the 30% most deprived neighbourhoods
n England (deprivation score of 27.27) while the other two sites
re much less deprived (with deprivation scores for PV between
.42 and 11.40, and 6.85 for MP). The three sites in Hackney all
all within the 20% most deprived neighbourhoods in England with
eprivation scores of 42.02 and 44.30, with CS in the 10% most
eprived with deprivation score of 51.13. In Stockton-on-Tees, NGP
s located in an area within the 44% most overall deprived wards
ationally (Stockton Borough Council, 2011) whereas RP is less
eprived (with a deprivation score of 9.23 compared to NPG’s score
f 15.10).
of  deprivation for a neighbourhood and 0.53 the lowest.
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.1. Contextual information for study sites
.1.1. Shefﬁeld, South Yorkshire
The city has had its 20-year Green and Open Spaces Strategy in
lace since 2009 (Shefﬁeld City Council, 2009). The council’s Parks &
ountryside Department is responsible for Shefﬁeld’s public green
paces and employed seven green space managers (GSMs) at the
ime of this study who were linked geographically via the (now
efunct) Community Assembly (CA) structure. The seven CAs cov-
red different areas of Shefﬁeld, and had some decision-making
owers in local areas and limited budgets to spend in the commu-
ity. GSMs are responsible for capital project delivery and green
pace management and work with local stakeholders. There are
urrently over 80 Friends Groups registered with Shefﬁeld City
ouncil undertaking a range of activities including site improve-
ent, practical conservation, fundraising and events (Shefﬁeld
ommunity Partnerships, 2011). Close working partnerships have
eveloped with community groups. However, differentiation in pri-
ritisation of green spaces across city, budget cuts and devolution
f set budgets to areas (not based on social indicators) has led to
n inequality of support from GSMs as some areas are not as highly
rioritised by the local community (discussed in Section 4.1).
.1.2. Hackney, London
There are sixty-three green spaces in Hackney, overseen by the
arks Department team split into grounds maintenance (two GSMs)
nd development (three GSMs). The development team is involved
n improvement of sites and community engagement. The 2012
ouncil restructure brought the department under a new direc-
orate, with parks playing a key role in the council’s ‘Health and
ellbeing’ strategy and the subsequent focus on health, volunteer-
ng and youth. Hackney has had a parks strategy entitled ‘Social
paces’ since 2008 (London Borough of Hackney, 2008) and there
re currently twenty-seven Friends Groups.
.1.3. Stockton-on-Tees
There are thirty-seven parks and green spaces in Stockton-
n-Tees including nature reserves. The town has had a green
nfrastructure strategy since 2008 (Stockton Borough Council,
011). There is also a community engagement strategy which has
merged from the current government’s Big Society agenda under-
inning the council’s activities across the borough and in local
ommunities (Stockton Borough Council, 2010). One way  in which
hese two strategies have dovetailed is through the creation of local
ature reserves which involved the establishment of associated
riends Groups as part of a Stockton-wide network. However, the
entral network no longer functions, but local groups continue to
perate.
.2. Data collection methods
To explore the six capacity themes in the sites, the research
eam conducted semi-structured interviews in 2011–2012 with a
otal of seventeen representatives from two stakeholder categories
nvolved in place-keeping. These were ﬁrstly the local authority, as
and owner/manager of the relevant green space. The same man-
ger was often responsible for more than one site, and we therefore
nterviewed six managers: two in London (HGSM1&2), three in
hefﬁeld (SGSM1-3) and one in Stockton (StGSM1). Secondly we
nterviewed the Friends Group as a community group with spe-
iﬁc focus on green space management – one representative from
ach group was interviewed, except Millhouses and Firth Parks
here two were interviewed (totalling eleven). The six capacity
hemes underpinned the questions asked in the interviews which
ere designed to allow interviewees to reﬂect on the capacity of
heir own partnership as a whole. The researchers incorporatedn Planning 139 (2015) 126–136 131
interviewees’ own assessment of the capacity of the speciﬁc part-
nership. This naturally has its limitations. Firstly, it was not possible
to interview all members of the partnership – for this reason, we
asked the green space managers (the generic job description given
for the local authority representatives to retain their anonymity) to
reﬂect more broadly on both the partnership and partners involved
to allow for an overview of all the partners involved (albeit a limited
one). Secondly, it was  outside the project scope to gauge opinions
from stakeholders (e.g. other community groups) outside the part-
nership to assess its capacity; and, thirdly, the interviewees worked
in very different organisational structures with inherently very dif-
ferent kinds of capacity (e.g. available capital for the Friends Group
may  be on a much smaller (and less secure) scale than for the
council). In this way, exploring the individuals’ understanding of
capacity was an underlying part of the process alongside develop-
ing their assessment of the partnership’s capacity. The interviews
were semi-structured in nature to allow for ﬂexibility in the order of
questions asked (Bryman, 2004) and the broad headline questions
are listed in Appendices 1 and 2. Probing questions were asked and
varied from interview to interview. Each interview was  conducted
in compliance with the University’s ethics review procedure, lasted
around sixty minutes and was  audio-recorded (with interviewee
permission) to allow the conversation to ﬂow unimpeded. This
resulted in a large amount of data analysed using content analysis
including coding and comparing and contrasting responses to spe-
ciﬁc questions by GSMs and Friends Groups, Such analysis methods
were employed as objective and systematic techniques to minimise
the personal bias of the researchers (after Robson, 2011).
As highlighted in Section 2, the capacity themes were identi-
ﬁed from an existing conceptualisation of partnerships. This was
designed to provide a starting point to examine in detail how well
these themes captured issues around capacity. An approach was
taken so as not to lead interviewees to focus on these themes
alone, but rather to allow them to discuss capacity according to
their own  understandings – and to permit any discussion of other
factors of partnership capacity. Indeed, the emerging ﬁndings cor-
responded with, and went beyond, the six themes identiﬁed in the
MP4  research. A limitation of this approach was that characteristics
of partnerships, and capacity, cannot be fully understood by study-
ing the self-reported behaviour of a speciﬁc set of participants,
as identiﬁed by the researcher, not the participants. This links to
issues of scale and the limitations of examining partnership capac-
ity within a spatial boundary (e.g. a park) (Connolly et al., 2014)
particularly in light of Bodin and Crona’s (2009) ﬁndings that stake-
holders in networks interact at different scales beyond the local. The
research was  designed for participants to focus on how well their
partnership achieves the place-keeping aims of long-term green
space management on-site. The data will show that factors inﬂu-
encing partnership capacity do occur at different scales. However
the researchers were unable to examine scale (beyond the site)
comprehensively in this pilot study. Other researchers address this
issue by adopting a snowballing interview technique to identify
inductively the relevant stakeholders in a network and then inter-
view them (Sandstrom & Carlsson, 2008). In addition, others have
conducted longitudinal studies to show how stakeholder networks
change over time (Bodin & Prell, 2011) or examine the historical
development of partnerships (Connolly et al., 2014). However this
was outside the remit and resources of this pilot study.
4. ResultsThe ﬁndings are discussed according to capacity themes which
go beyond those identiﬁed in the framework, to provide a picture
of current place-keeping capacity of cross-sector partnerships in
Shefﬁeld, Hackney and Stockton-on-Tees.
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.1. Capacity theme Capital
The three local authorities strongly promoted community
nvolvement amongst their core services to address external fund-
ng where possible. This is because aside from small amounts of
oney raised through membership (typical annual membership
ees tend to fall within the range of £2–10), Friends Groups are
ble to apply for funding for any activities or projects which go
eyond those covered by local authority funding. In SVP and RP,
he (previously non-existent) Friends Groups were established to
ecure funding, with GSMs making contacts with members of the
ommunity to engage them to form the Group through signiﬁcant
A support provided in the early stages. A number of the Friends
roups had attracted signiﬁcant external funding (otherwise inac-
essible to the local authority) e.g. FP (Changing Spaces Big Lottery
und), MP (Community Spaces) and CP (Heritage Lottery Fund).
early all groups identiﬁed GSMs as essential in developing fund-
ng applications. In Hackney, GSMs acknowledged they had limited
apacity to do this which sometimes resulted in groups not being
ble to develop – “we are proactive but are mainly reactionary due
o our small team, large remit and resource limitations” (HGSM1). It
as highlighted by GSMs that Friends Groups able to secure funding
ften attracted further investment, but the distribution of success-
ul groups was spatially unequal across the three areas. In Shefﬁeld,
his was partly attributed to “differentiation in prioritisation of
reen spaces by the Community Assemblies. . .in the South West
hey are the number one priority. . .but in the North or East they
ay  be fourth or less behind education, attainment, young people
nd social services etc.” (SGSM1).
.2. Capacity theme Commitment
Managing expectations was revealed as the key consideration
or GSMs to ensure sustained community commitment. For exam-
le, Shefﬁeld GSMs were keen for transparency in communicating
o groups the impact of diminishing public resources on levels of
upport. Where previously GSMs had the capacity to commit time
o attending Friends Group meetings, helping organise events and
unding applications, they were aware of the danger of commu-
ity frustration, and vulnerability of commitment, should declining
fﬁcer support go unexplained. In Hackney, Partnership Agree-
ents between Friends Groups and the council were seen by GSMs
s a positive way of informing groups of the commitment and
upport they could expect from the council. In Shefﬁeld, steward-
hip agreements have been introduced by the council to establish
anagement/maintenance regimes for green spaces jointly with
riends Groups. Other Friends Groups interviewed demonstrated
ommitment to the protection and development of their sites in dif-
erent ways. In PV, committee members contributed approximately
0–24 h per week while in RP, among other activities, the café is
pen over 35 h per week. Being actively involved often required
 signiﬁcant time commitment and many groups were comprised
f members of retirement age. This was identiﬁed by the groups
s a potential threat to continuity if key members are no longer
apable of involvement. Individual commitment was found to be
elated to motivation: the Stockton GSM outlined how the per-
onnel changes in one Friends Group led to a current membership
not interested in doing anything active.  . ..different groups [have]
ifferent approaches” (StGSM1) (see Section 4.4).
.3. Capacity theme Skill baseWorking in partnership, GSMs and Friends Groups have many
omplementary skills. Whilst GSMs are paid professionals who
nderstand the complexities of project management, tendering,
esign and consultation, their time is spread thinly over manyn Planning 139 (2015) 126–136
groups and sites. Friends Groups often commit a greater amount of
time than could be achieved by GSMs alone to the focused develop-
ment of a site of which they have rich local knowledge and regularly
use. The interviews highlighted how Friends Groups are highly
effective, skilled and motivated to organise events as a means of
local engagement and raising funds inaccessible to the council (e.g.
RP, CP and MP)  as many group members had professional back-
grounds. However, when addressing the potential maintenance
gap created by diminished council capacity to undertake man-
ual work on-site, some Friends Groups showed little interest in
developing this skillset (e.g. FP, SVP and CS). Most perceived this
to be the council’s responsibility, and the demographics of many
groups suggested a limited capacity to undertake manual work,
considered to be “too much work. . . we have lives!” (FP). There are
also organisational difﬁculties involving groups in manual work. In
Shefﬁeld, groups pay for their own insurance, while in Hackney,
groups were insured by the local authority to undertake manual
work. This requires annual ﬁnancial commitment from the local
authority with the beneﬁt of increasing its capacity for day-to-day
maintenance. Of those groups directly involved in manual work
(MP, PV, CP and RHCG), RHCG was  the most actively involved in
site clearing and building, maintenance and developments. This
group’s high capacity for manual work resulted from the Chair’s
professional landscape background, motivation, younger age of the
members and the large partnership network with other community
organisations. An enhanced partnership agreement was in the pro-
cess of being drawn up with the local authority so RHCG could take
on further on-site responsibilities.
4.4. Capacity theme Motivation
Some GSMs discussed their personal motivation for involve-
ment in green spaces, which exceeded their paid responsibility.
They were dedicated to improving the environment as a means to
improving residents’ quality of life. Friends Groups had different
motivation for getting involved. For example, the involvement of
many older female individuals was largely driven by social reasons,
as Friends Group provide opportunities to meet new people and
organise community events (FP, NGP and PV). A challenge men-
tioned by all groups was  how to motivate members to take on
administrative, organisational or practical responsibilities. In RP,
there were difﬁculties in persuading people to be on the commit-
tee which often resulted in the time-consuming tasks being left
to a small number of committed individuals. Cyclical trends in
involvement and motivation were identiﬁed across most groups.
All groups (regardless of membership demographic) were moti-
vated by the desire to see environmental improvement occurring
in their local green space. Many groups had experienced a notice-
able decline in green space quality (MP, FP, CP, NGP and CS), which
incited them to act. In CS, ongoing anti-social behaviour (ASB)
had made life ‘increasingly unpleasant for residents’ (described
as evidence of drug use, drinking alcohol in the park and vandal-
ism). After the Friends Group formed, facilities and user experience
greatly improved alongside a decrease in ASB. Having reached this
point, some group members lost interest in staying involved. With
reduced capacity to sustain and develop the space, equipment and
facilities gradually declined through vandalism, and ASB increased
according to FCS. This prompted another period of activity for the
group of clearing up broken bottles, this time focusing on events
including annual festivals and monthly teas (FCS).
4.5. Capacity theme CommunicationCommunicative capacity varied greatly between Friends Groups
and local authorities. Shefﬁeld’s GSMs acknowledged a lack of com-
munication internally and externally (echoed by Friends Groups
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n their comments about GSM capacity) which they attributed to
educing GSM numbers. In terms of external communication to the
ider public, there was also considered to be a need to disseminate
idely the contribution of Friends Groups. In Hackney, GSMs proac-
ively promoted this community engagement work via newsletter,
ebsite and online forum, considered key capacity building tools
o develop and sustain involvement, sharing information between
roups, councillors and other stakeholders. However, sometimes
uch tools were limited, e.g. newsletter print runs were consid-
red too short for RP. Most Friends Groups employed their own
ommunication methods to promote their activities and inform
embers. These included formal and informal face-to-face meet-
ngs, minutes, telephone calls and notices in the park (e.g. FP, RP
nd NGP), whilst others focused on maintaining an online (web-
ites and social networking) and media presence (local, regional
nd national press) (e.g. MP  and CP). Events were identiﬁed as a
ey proﬁle-raising tool to attract new members (PV), and ranged
rom informal site walks and open days (RHCG and NGP) to more
igh-proﬁle annual festivals (FP, MP  and CS). Friends Groups and
SMs relied upon their internal and external networks to advertise
heir presence. Groups with large existing networks had a greater
apacity to draw on resources and develop further networks and
ustain membership more easily than others.
.6. Capacity theme Political Inﬂuence
In the context of national politics, the top-down drive has
hifted power through devolution to focus on localism. Therefore
he potential political inﬂuence of community groups is greater
han ever before. While GSMs considered the political inﬂuence of
riends Groups to be variable, most community groups interviewed
elt they had relatively strong political inﬂuence at a local level.
ome cited partnership with other interest-led organisations. For
xample, the small SVP Friends Group was strengthened by their
elationship with the Residents Against [Shefﬁeld Train] Station
losure group. Other groups had inﬂuential public and political ﬁg-
res within their membership (MP  and CP) to tap into city and wider
nﬂuence. NGP were trying to hold an annual Stockton-wide Chairs
f Friends Groups meeting via the council. This happens in Hackney
Park Users Forum), and in Shefﬁeld (Green Space Forum recently
nitiated by the council). To what extent these wider groups have
ncreased political inﬂuence remains to be seen.
.7. Other emerging themes
Other related themes emerged from the data which may  shed
ight on partnership capacity as an inter-related concept. Groups
dentiﬁed their unrepresentativeness of the communities in which
he green spaces were located, in terms of demographics of (most
embers are white, female and over 60) and also interests (e.g.
ften not dog walkers, footballers or bowlers). Almost all the groups
ound it difﬁcult to attract younger people, particularly teenage
oys and people from different ethnic backgrounds. To represent
etter their communities, it was suggested (Hackney GSM) that
utreach work (e.g. door-knocking) was effective but outside the
takeholders’ capacity. It was highlighted by NGP that longstand-
ng teaching expertise in their group could be harnessed with
ocal schools to help start a junior section of the Friends Group. In
ddition, young people have been hanging around the local super-
arket near NGP adversely affecting trade: one possible solution
presented by the Friends Group) was the potential for the super-
arket to sponsor a skateboard facility for teenagers in the park.
hese are just two examples emerging from the interviews where
ross-theme capacity might be increased.
Another theme is the extent to which groups work with other
riends Groups. All groups have a good working relationship withn Planning 139 (2015) 126–136 133
the council’s GSM(s) and some have developed partnerships with
other organisations (e.g. community groups and Wildlife Trusts).
But this does not necessarily extend to other Friends Groups,
despite the cross-area forums (Section 4.6). For example, RP, CP
and FP do not cooperate with other Friends Groups and SVP made
a point of stating that involvement should be kept local ‘to those
who will remain committed’ to the Group and local community. In
Shefﬁeld, a sense of competition prevailed between groups when
one group ‘took funding’ that another was applying for, while in
Hackney, RHCG claimed that ‘though local groups might be com-
peting for same funding, it doesn’t feel like a competition as they
all want to improve the neighbourhood’.
The political and historical legacy is another theme affecting
partnership capacity. In Hackney, poor public sector management
in the early 2000s led to mistrust of the local authority which still
remains according to interviewees. It manifests itself in:
(1) groups’ independence from the council (CP);
(2) perceptions that the council
a. doesn’t listen and,
b. has de-skilled tasks so they no longer require (e.g. horticultural)
expertise and can be contracted out to non-specialist private
contractors (e.g. tree management in CS)
(3) partnerships ‘dropping off’ when achievements are made
(RHCG).
In Stockton, the previous RP Chair set up the park café as a
commercial entity which ‘was never meant to be run that way’
leading to strained relations with the council which the current
Chair works to improve. In Shefﬁeld, MP  described their biggest
barrier as a small group of GSMs who  ‘still see the park as purely
council owned/involved’ making changes ‘without any consulta-
tion’. Elsewhere in Shefﬁeld, relations with the local authority have
been strained (SVP) where the Friends Group felt that commu-
nity needs (particularly disabled members) were not considered
in the park’s re-design. Shefﬁeld GSMs noted that the short-term
approach taken by policy-makers to funding and locating GSMs
throughout the city made it difﬁcult to sustain (or make viable)
local authority support for the long-term plans of Friends Groups.
It was  also highlighted that the reduced resourcing and capacity
of Shefﬁeld GSMs mean little support for new Friends Groups sug-
gesting that they “are set up to fail” (SGSM1).
5. Understanding partnership capacity in practice: support
and barriers
This section provides a discussion of the ﬁndings at different
levels, to show that partnership capacity is not something that is
wholly dependent on, or occurs within, the partnership itself. This is
followed by a discussion of the implications of the ﬁndings in rela-
tion to the assumptions that community groups are willing and able
to take on place-keeping activities which historically have been
delivered by the public sector.
The ﬁndings show that the partnership capacity of local author-
ities and Friends Groups to deliver place-keeping varies greatly
due to different factors. It is useful to consider that these factors
as they occur at different levels (listed here with examples from
the ﬁndings):
• Individual partners: e.g. the speciﬁc reasons that individuals are
involved; the speciﬁc skills individuals bring; their ability to carry
out speciﬁc activities. . .
• Individual groups/departments:  e.g. Friends Groups’ represen-
tativeness of the wider population; the manifestation of the
shared commitment to protecting their green space (e.g. group
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constitution); Council department’s degree of communication
with external parties. . .
Collective of same sector partners: e.g. ability and appetite to
build up political inﬂuence by connecting with other Friends
Groups/similar organisations; the sense of competition between
same sector partners (for funding). . .
Cross-sector partnership: e.g. scope for further ﬁnancial
resources not available when working as separate groups;
Friends’ Groups taking on speciﬁc maintenance activities that LAs
no longer can; formalised shared commitments (signed agree-
ments); strains on partnership due to historical mistrust (of the
LA) and misaligned aims. . .
Wider contextual inﬂuences:  e.g. decreasing amount of fund-
ing available for green spaces; long-standing mistrust of the LA;
propensity of residents/communities to engage in place-keeping;
the prioritisation (or not) of green spaces by local decision-
makers. . .
In this way, the ﬁndings demonstrate how partnership capac-
ty is inﬂuenced by these inter-dependent factors, ranging from
ider contextual inﬂuences to partnership-speciﬁc issues. This ini-
ial research adds to the body of knowledge about partnerships
y highlighting these different types of factors but aspects such
s relationships between individuals in an organisation as well as
hose between partner organisations need to be explored further.
n addition, proposed actions such as junior membership of Friends
roups, the involvement of the private sector and groups working
n partnership with other community groups point to a need for
urther research to examine how they might contribute effectively
o place-keeping in practice.
That these factors occur at different levels has implications for
olitical expectations of devolved governance regarding green spaces.
hile some community groups include members with transfer-
ble skills and bring with them a wealth of local and site-speciﬁc
nowledge, others lack the expertise or inclination to undertake
lace-keeping activities. Groups remain reliant on the local author-
ty for support to sustain site quality as they are unwilling to take
n speciﬁc tasks of, for example, grass cutting, tree management
nd litter removal. This challenges the assumption that commu-
ity groups can and will take on place-keeping activities. Such an
ssumption is reliant on groups having requisite commitment and
nvolvement from members (although it is not clear what ‘requi-
ite’ might mean in this context). Some Groups interviewed (e.g.
P,  CP and PV) described themselves as stable in terms of commit-
ent and capacity for involvement, but the Groups consider this a
ragile and temporal situation. Central to all Groups is a reliance on
 minority of members to sustain group momentum, putting pres-
ure on a small number of people and presenting wider challenges
or inclusive participation and representation.
Alongside the shift towards localism discussed earlier, col-
aborative approaches to planning have created opportunities for
ommunities to take further control in decision-making (Healey,
997), through a democratic approach to challenge the dominance
f the professional (Irwin, 2006; Cohn, 2008). The ﬁndings reﬂect
his to some extent but as the partnerships examined do not cur-
ently use, or have access to, methods to draw in underrepresented
roups in the wider community, devolving power may  result in
avouring the interests of the prevailing few (after Tewdwr-Jones
 Allmendinger, 1998). Almost all the groups, in both afﬂuent and
oorer areas, acknowledged difﬁculties in recruiting broad com-
unity representation and ensuring continuity of membership.
oreover, while local authorities are keen to work with Friends
roups, these may  not always be the most effective conduits for
he local area, e.g. other community associations might be stronger
nd perhaps more representative, e.g. tenants and residents asso-
iations or neighbourhood forums.n Planning 139 (2015) 126–136
For devolved governance to permit communities to take further
control in decision-making, it is clear that there is a need to under-
stand communities’ motivation and interest. Stand-alone projects
were identiﬁed as a successful means through which community
involvement could be initiated. For example, the regeneration of
Clissold House at CP is an example of place-making which attracted
volunteers and opportunities for funding. A continuing challenge
for place-keeping is how to sustain motivation and interest in
longer-term place-keeping beyond the ‘end’ of such place-making
tasks. Ongoing two-way communication and continuity with GSM
was valued by the Friends Groups across the sites and proved highly
effective in encouraging and sustaining volunteer involvement and
community interest (by promoting events and the green spaces
according to Hackney GSMs), and to explore and secure ongoing
revenue funding where possible.
The nature of place-keeping activities is also important: some
groups are hesitant, under-skilled and/or unprepared to take
on (further) management responsibilities. To help address this,
resourcing (as in Hackney) is required to provide training, tools,
and (where required) machinery and liability insurance. As com-
munity groups evolve and develop skills, they can attract further
investment and funding (e.g. MP). However, this may  not happen
for all groups. The sustainability and capacity of groups, like the
communities of which they are a part, is linked to their internal
organisation and their ability to create and maintain partnerships
through external networks (Berg & Nycander, 1997; Chaskin, 2001).
Those partnerships studied with effective partnership capacity
tend to call on large networks of partners for support and politi-
cal backing (e.g. MP  and PV). Partnerships with very few partners,
e.g. between a Friends Group and the local authority only, may  ﬁnd
it difﬁcult to sustain momentum if local authority support dimin-
ishes or disappears (e.g. FP) – an issue of resonance for partnerships
elsewhere (Molin & Konijnendijk van den Bosch, 2014).
Finally, it cannot be ignored that lack of public sector funding
and greater community involvement are two inextricably linked
drivers. As Section 4.1 highlighted, Friends Groups can access fund-
ing to which public sector is exempt. As local authority budgets
continue to reduce, it seems apparent that together these two
themes provide important impetus for non-public sector partners
to be involved in green space management, and perhaps where
funding will be sourced in the future.
6. Conclusions
This paper highlights signiﬁcant questions for English local
authorities facing central government-led devolution, with accom-
panying expectations that community groups can and will take
on green space management responsibility. Evidence from this
study suggests that without continuing local authority support,
smaller community groups may  ﬁnd it difﬁcult to adapt and may
disappear due to lack of internal capacity and external support.
To secure long-term community commitment there needs to be
sustainability in the cross-sector partnership, and recognition by
the local authority of the contribution communities make. As the
move towards greater community responsibility continues, under-
pinned by limited resources, the role played by the public sector
may  change, potentially from one of implementer to one of facili-
tator. The research ﬁndings suggest that the role of facilitator may
involve more support for Friends Groups to develop their capac-
ity to operate independently from local authorities, as found by
Chaskin (2001). Part of this could be an initial role for local author-
ities to facilitate cross-city Friends/community group networks to
improve capacity and potentially help reduce inequalities of skills,
knowledge and resources across a city (as highlighted in Section
4.6). The ﬁndings chime with those elsewhere that groups need to
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evelop external partnerships with other community groups, char-
table trusts and local businesses (Jones, 2002). This did happen in
he sites studied, but could be further developed. This may  address
he issue highlighted earlier about Friends Groups not wanting to
ake on certain roles and responsibilities (e.g. speciﬁc maintenance
asks), particularly if (for example) they are already conducted
y existing environmental enterprises and charities which could
rguably add (expertise-based) value to such management pro-
esses. Hence, future research is required to examine how effective
etwork development may  be facilitated.
In addition, more knowledge is required about the governance
tructures in place in partnerships, and the local context. For
xample, patterns of involvement of partners and their variation
ccording to the socio-demographic make-up of the partnership
hould be examined to help understand better how decisions are
ade and to what extent they are sustainable for the long term.
his also points to the need for more research exploring the drivers
f future change and how management practices may  change in
esponse. Such practices may  be responses to the current eco-
omic drivers which may  include a network of Friends Groups
cross a city, which currently occurs in Birmingham under the
mbrella of the Birmingham Open Spaces Forum and nationally
nder the National Federation of Parks and Green Spaces. Other
rends in green space management may  be driven by community
roups themselves such as (organic) food growing in public places
r perhaps addressing unequal distribution of green space partner-
hips across a city. Such drivers will vary and may/may not lead to
he same current ‘solution’ of community involvement, but may
xtend to include other partners. This research explored the capac-
ty of partnerships according to just two stakeholders, indicating
onsiderable scope for future research to examine the capacity of
ther groups using green spaces (e.g. sports groups). This could
lso involve an exploration of potential as well as existing capacity,
hich was outside the scope of this research, to shed light on how
artnerships evolve over time.
While this research supports the claim that community involve-
ent brings many beneﬁts, it should not be considered as a quick ﬁx
n times of economic constraint: rather partnership capacity needs
o be developed and supported over the long term to sustain the
uture of green spaces.
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ppendix 1. Interview questions for green space managers
What is the local authority’s approach to community involve-
ent in the long-term management (place-keeping) of public open
paces?
What is the partnership’s background?
How and why did the speciﬁc groups become involved with
pen space management?
What is the focus of each group’s management activities?n Planning 139 (2015) 126–136 135
What is the nature of their relationship with the local authority?
What is the capacity of each group to carry out open space man-
agement?
How are the activities of the partnership funded?
What do you see as the challenges for community group involve-
ment?
What are the advantages of this type of partnership approach to
place-keeping?
What are the lessons learnt from this type of partnership
approach?
What potential do you see for other local community groups to
become involved in public open space management?
How representative is the partnership of the wider community?
Who  is missing?
Appendix 2. Interview questions for Friends Groups
What is your group’s background?
Why  did your group become involved with open space manage-
ment?
How did your group become involved with open space manage-
ment?
Have you been/are you engaged in other place-keeping activi-
ties?
What is the focus of your group’s management activities?
How are the activities of your group funded?
What is the nature of your relationship with the local authority?
What other groups or organisations are you involved with
regarding open space management/activities?
What is the nature of your relationship with these other organ-
isations?
What is the capacity of these groups to carry out open space
management?
How would you describe your group’s involvement in place-
keeping activities?
What is the capacity of your group to carry out open space man-
agement?
What are the challenges for your group’s involvement in open
space management?
What are the advantages of this type of partnership to place-
keeping?
What are the lessons learnt from this type of partnership
approach?
What potential do you see for other local community groups to
become involved in public open space management?
How representative is your Friends Group of the wider commu-
nity? Who  is missing?
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